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Goodman, L.; (2012) Presence: on being, where you are, when you are not. Cambridge, MA USA: MIT Press.
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Dr Aidan O'Sullivan
Book Chapters
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Dr Lucy Collins
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**Dr Caoimhín Mac Giolla Leith**
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**Dr Wolfgang Marx**


**Dr P.J. Mathews**


**Professor Diane Negra**

Diane Negra & Maria Pramaggiore; (2012) 'Keeping Up with the Aspirations:

**Professor Máire Ní Annracháin**


**Professor Muiris O Suilleabhain**


**Dr Finola O'Kane Crimmins**

Finola O'Kane; (2011) "To Lead the Curious to Points of View; The Eighteenth-century Design of Irish Routes, Roads and Landscapes" In: Mari Hvattum, Brita Brenna, Beate Elvebakkampevold Larsen editors (eds). Roads, Routes and Landscapes. England: Ashgate.

**Professor Tadhg O'Keeffe**


**Dr Aidan O'Sullivan**


University Press.


Dr Gillian Pye


Professor Vera Regan


Dr Alison Ribeiro De Menezes


Alison Ribeiro de Menezes; (2011) 'Introduction: Legacies of War and Dictatorship in Contemporary Portugal and Spain' In: Alison Ribeiro de Menezes and Catherine

**Dr Regina Úi Chollatáin**


**Dr Graeme Martin Warren**


Books Edited

**Dr Michael Brophy**


**Dr Lucy Collins**


**Dr Aude Doody**


**Professor Kathleen James-Chakraborty**


**Dr Wolfgang Marx**


**Dr Anne Mulhall**


**Dr Alan Alfred Demetrious Peatfield**

Dr Alison Ribeiro De Menezes

Dr Fionnghaula Sweeney

Peer Reviewed Journals

Dr Michael Brophy

Dr Lucy Collins

Professor Mary Daly
Mary E. Daly; (2011) 'The Irish Free State and the Great Depression of the 1930s: the interaction of the global and the local'. *Irish Economic and Social History*, xxxviii :19-35.

Professor Nicholas Paul Daly

Dr Sharae Deckard
Deckard, Sharae, ed.; (2012) 'Edited Special Issue on Global and Postcolonial Ecologies'. *Green Letters*, 16 (Summer).

Dr Alice Feldman

Dr Jane Grogan
Dr Georg Grote


Professor Kathleen James-Chakraborty


Dr Bettina Migge

Mary Gilmartin & Bettina Migge; (2011) 'Working through a Recession'. Translocations: Migration and Social Change, 7 (1).


Dr Anne Mulhall


Professor Diane Negra


Dr Gillian Pye


Dr Alison Ribeiro De Menezes

**Dr Fionnghuala Sweeney**


**Professor Theresa E Urbainczyk**


**Dr Regina Úi Chollatáin**

Úi Chollatáin, Regina (2012) 'Ó Scél go Scáileán. Iriseoireacht na Gaeilge'. *Teagasc na Litríochta ar an Trúl Leibhéil. Léachtai Cholm Cille XLII*.

**Dr Graeme Martin Warren**


**Dr Sharae Deckard**


**Dr Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith**

(2012) 'Yayoi Kusama: Planting a seed' *Tate Etc*.

**Professor Muiris O Suilleabhain**


**Professor Tadhg O'Keeffe**


Conference Publications

**Dr Samantha Martin-Meauliffe**


Published Reports

**Dr Joanna Bruck**


**Dr Aidan O'Sullivan**


**Dr Graeme Martin Warren**


Other Publications

**Dr Caoimhin Mac Giolla Leith**


**Dr P.J. Mathews**


Mathews, P.J. ; (2011) 'Lasting Legacy': Programme Note for the Old Vic production of *Playboy of the Western World*. Articles.

**Dr Bettina Migge**


**Professor Tadhg O'Keeffe**

Liam Downey, Connie Murphy & Tadhg O'Keeffe (2012) A possible 'Celtic' icon on the *Beara Peninsula*. Articles.

**Dr Regina Úi Chollatáin**


**Dr Graeme Martin Warren**

